On Sunday, the HPA’s long awaited Colour Run united the whole school community in a
rainbow of blue, green, pink and yellow paint. The event marked the return of the Parents’
Association’s packed programme of fund-raising events staged to support the school, the
nursery and the local community through their most generous donations and the
opportunities presented to join in the fun and have a laugh alongside family and friends. The
Colour Run was no different. Whether you were a runner or a spectator on the day did not
matter. All were subjected to the same haze of paint dust, some of which is yet to be fully
washed out of hair and articles of clothing. All were there to raise a smile in the last of the
autumnal sunshine. All embraced the mad-cap idea of running a short distance whilst others
pelted you with paint! Some picked up speed to avoid the paint. Others slowed to see just
how much paint they could absorb before crossing the finish line. Thank goodness everyone
seemed to have an accurate aim and the rain came on Monday morning to wash the paint
dust away before the week’s fixtures. It was a spectacle of multi-coloured mirth and much
merriment and one which, I am sure will be back before we know it. Thank you to the
organisers, to those who turned up to help on the day and to the 300+ runners who picked
up the gauntlet and braved the colourful assault.

The momentum created by the Colour Run has spurred us on through a week which has
brought further sporting success for the U13A and Colts A football teams. Victory in the
John Norman Trophy and safe passage through to the IAPS National Finals in November
are both fabulous achievements and deserving of huge congratulations. Well done boys.

It was a week too which saw Isaac M in Y7
have his stunning image of his ‘Word Monster’
picked up by the British Dyslexia Association
to be used within their on line campaign for
Dyslexia Awareness Week. The Association
was impressed with the way in which Isaac
had used art to convey his relationship with
dyslexia and hope that others will be
encouraged to use this visual media to
express their own thoughts and challenges.
Isaac himself is looking forward to seeing how
others express themselves through their
artwork.
Such visual statements will further
boost his own confidence. Well done Isaac.

It was also the week in which hearts and minds in Chestnut
turned to all things environmental and ecological. Linking in
seamlessly with the fabulous Year 1 topic “Is Plastic a
Good Thing?”, staff and pupils came together to launch the
Chestnut Eco Council!
The children listened to an
assembly on what it meant to be ‘ecological’ and what was
involved in being part of a ‘council’. Staff were really
impressed by how much the children knew already about
how to look after our wonderful world and by the amazing
ideas that they all suggested in just their first assembly!
After the assembly, each class appointed two Eco-Council Reps for this half term. Some of
the candidates had prepared inspiring speeches and all were keen to speak to the class
about their ideas. The inaugural meeting was held this week and the Chestnut Eco-Council
Reps made a very positive first impression. Well done to:
Fyfe H and Rose S – 2M, Charlotte B and Max C - 2L, Clara J and Arthur S – 2R, Penny K
and Noah V – 1K and Abigail T and Barnaby M – 1T
These children will make a great job of
gathering ideas from their peers, feeding
back to their classes about new projects
and getting everyone involved. They plan
to link up with children in older years to
share ideas. Watch this space and keep
recycling! To assist the pupils of Years 1
and 2 in their first projects, if you are able to
collect or donate any of the following, the
children in Chestnut would be very grateful:
Small plastic water bottles, bird seed,
lavender, fabric scraps and Beeswax
pellets. Thank you.
COVID 12+ Vaccinations – Reminder
Please remember to review the
information sent to you on Thursday and
to give (or withhold) your consent ahead
of
the
vaccination
session
on
Wednesday. Having chased Surrey NHS
to secure the appointment, it would be a
shame if we weren’t able to afford
protection to as many of our Years 7 & 8
who are eligible and want to receive the
vaccination. Thank you.
Rolling Drop Off Reminder
If parents need to get out of their cars to help their children exit the car or to assist with
bags, please make use of the available central bays marked in blue so that the flow of
the morning drop off is not interrupted. Once again, the school has received a number of
observations about the amount of traffic on Wolfs Hill. Keeping the traffic moving will
assist with easing this congestion. Staff are on hand to see your children across the
zebra crossing or to meet them at the green gate leading into Chestnut. Many thanks.

News from The Nursery & Early Years
The rooms have been alive with action this week. The sound of laughter and enjoyment
have echoed the site. On Thursday, it was brilliant to watch the Oak children share their
Harvest Performance with Skylarks, who also joined in with some of the action songs. For
some of the Oak children, this was their first performance on stage since their Robins
Christmas sing-along. They did brilliantly and I am sure this will give them the confidence to
deliver a stunning Nativity later on this term. See below for news from the rooms!

A busy week in in Fledglings 1 has been focused around colour and painting! The children
have been having their first experiences with the fun of using their hands to paint, producing
fantastic creations alongside a not inconsiderable amount of mess! Alongside this the
children explored changes in materials as the shredded paper from last week made another
appearance, this time enhanced by the rain creating a material to mould which the children
loved.

This week in Fledglings 2 we have looked at the story ‘Dear Zoo’ and have done plenty of
fun activities. The children were keen to play in the gloop messy play using different zoo
animals as well as exploring the texture using their hands and different mark making tools.
We took them into the hall where they listened to different animal noises and guessed what
they could hear. We looked at colours through a potato printing activity where they made
animal foot prints and the children were all eager to have a go at the sizing activity using a
big and small elephant.

Autumn arrived with a vengeance both outside and inside the Lower Robins’ room this week.
As the children showed their increasing understanding of their natural environment, by
commenting on the change in both the weather and the colour of the trees, we introduced
some naturally found first signs of autumn into our exploratory play and adult led activities.
The children experimented with gardening implements, soil, leaves, pine cones, feathers,
acorns and conkers, which prompted language centred around the natural world, texture,
size, weight and numbers. We practised our fine manipulative skills whilst tracing around
autumnal pictures, threading pumpkin templates and ‘scratching’ and ‘snipping’ in spikes
onto our hedgehogs, using a fork and scissors respectively. We chose our favourite leaves
to create laminated ‘stained glass’ pictures to adorn the windows and used our fingers to

paint individual trees too. We even began to explore colour mixing as we painted and printed
with different shaped leaves.

This week in Upper Robins the children have enjoyed our topic of Autumn. They particularly
loved going for an Autumnal walk around the nursery site collecting different natural
resources for using and exploring in our room. The Robins used these resources for a
variety of activities; they loved printing with leaves and pinecones using autumn colours,
rolling the pinecones in the paint and then onto the paper. They have enjoyed using the
conkers for counting and sorting. In addition, this week the children have loved exploring
and making shapes with our autumn playdough, listening to autumn music, and singing
autumn songs in their music lesson.

Skylarks have had a ‘bear-iffic’ week this week as we have explored the story 'Goldilocks
and the three bears"! The children have been amazing at reciting the story and loved
sequencing the pictures to tell the story correctly, we have also looked at size comparison
using the bears, porridge bowls, chairs and bears! We have also discussed our Three Bears
Behaviour Code- the children have responded well to each of the bears' rules! Can your
child can remember what each bear represents?
Oak have been thinking all about harvest this week. The children have been using harvest
produce to explore repeating patterns. We looked at the insides of different vegetables and
dipped them in paint to make repeating pattern strips. Some children used the same
vegetable dipped in different colours to make their patterns whilst others used different
vegetables and looked at the different shapes. The children also used plastic animals, bead
strings and cotton reels to create patterns independently. We have also watched lots of
videos and read books about tractors and combine harvesters. The children enjoyed finding
out about how different crops are harvested. The children then made their own tractors out
of paper and in the construction area. On Thursday, Oak performed some harvest songs to
Skylarks as part of our harvest festival. They used instruments, pictures and their voices to
put on a fantastic show. The Oak teachers were very proud of how confidently the children
performed.

HPA Quiz Night - Tuesday 12th October - 7.30pm for 8.00pm prompt start
Please make up your teams of up to 8 for Quiz Night at Hazelwood. Please bring your
own food and drinks. Entry is £20 per table with a bottle of prosecco to get you
started. Prizes for the winners....and losers! Please contact Lucy Stuart Lee on
hazelwoodhpa@gmail.com to enter.

News from Hazelwood
Super Saturday Again!
The John Norman Trophy is one of the most hotly contested U13 tournaments on the circuit.
On arrival at New Beacon, several keen eyes spotted on the trophy that the last time
Hazelwood had won was 1998. This was the motivation the boys needed. Tough group
games were played against Somerhill, Hilden Grange and St Michael's, all of which were
goalless at half time but ended with a 1-0 victory. The last group games against Solefield
proved a more open affair and some excellent play from the boys ensured a 5-0 win. With
the group stages complete, Hazelwood brushed aside Dulwich College and St Ronan's in
the knock out stages 5-0 before the final. Clearly, the two strongest teams on the day were
Hazelwood and New Beacon. It seemed therefore right that these two sides contested the
final. The game was physical, high tempo and extremely high quality. It wasn't until late on
that a foul in the box provided Leo B with an opportunity to put us in front. He dually obliged
and Hazelwood were now only a few minutes from lifting the trophy. As New Beacon piled
on the pressure, a smart break from the back and a swift counter attack lead to a second
Hazelwood goal. The boys held firm to ensure the trophy came back to Oxted for the first
time in 23 years.
Following the Saturday success, the boys played Northcote Lodge in the Surrey Cup 2nd
round on Monday afternoon. A strong performance resulted in a 5-1 win and progression into
the Quarter Finals. It truly was a Magic Monday.
Mr Reay

U11As impress at the IAPS Hockey
On Tuesday, the girls Under 11As hockey team travelled down to Hurstpierpoint to take part
in the IAPS tournament. We drew our first game 0 - 0 against Ardingly Prep and could well
have come away with a win if we had shown a little more composure in front of goal. The
next two games we lost both 2 -0, the first was against a good Hurst Prep and the second
against a just a well organised Brighton College. Even though both sides were very strong
we held our own and had opportunities to score in both games. Our last game was against

Alleyn's Junior School in which we played some really inspirational hockey and ended up
winning the game by two goals to nil. It was a great way to finish the group stages. In the
afternoon, we went into the plate quarter final where we met James Allens and despite
having at least 8 shots at goal we couldn't get the ball into the net, this was partly to the
great goalkeeping of the opposition keeper. James Allens had two shots at goal in the
game and scored with both.
Miss
White
and
I
were
really
impressed with the standard of our
hockey. Elsie L did a great job in goal and
saved us on more than one occasion. Our
tackling all over the pitch was really strong
especially at the back with Florence
B, Alice S and Evie R but for me I thought
our passing was the best thing about the
whole day, with some of our passing
moves looking really impressive. Ayesha
C's
running, positional
play
and
determination deserves special mention,
also Lauren W was getting into some really
good positions in midfield and helping the
ball onto the front players. Going forward
Erin P was finding some useful positions
around the 'D' and along with Grace G
were
an
attacking
force
to
be reckoned with and they both deserved
more rewards than they got for their
efforts. One person I will give another
mention to was Florence B who hardly
missed a tackle all day and distributed the
ball with real maturity.
Well done everyone for a great day!

Paul Greenwood

The Colts A-team who qualified for the prestigious
IAPS Finals to be held at the end of November at
Millfield School. They were regional runners-up at
the Bedes Tournament last weekend.

Well done to Scarlett, Max and Joe who competed and completed their first Hever
triathlon at the weekend. Great guts and determination shown by all.
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It’s been a great start to the football season with some impressive results
being recorded across the age groups. Well players and coaches!

What’s been happening in the Reading Hub?
Rob Bradley Poet/Rapper Visit Wednesday 29th September
On Wednesday 29th we welcomed Rob Bradley a rapper style poet to help celebrate the
upcoming National Poetry Day which is the 7th October. We were very lucky as Wednesday
was a beautiful sunny morning (after heavy rains the day before) and so our assembly for
years 3 through to 6 was able to go ahead. Rob was fabulous he started by talking about
hat rap was and then performed his rap about ‘His Nose’ and got all the pupils to join in. He
then asked the pupils for 20 unrelated words which he used to make up a rap using Ele P as
his assistant to ensure he used all their words in order!. The pupils were amazed by how
quick and funny he was and it sent them all away thinking about how they could do this and
all you could hear at break time were pupils putting raps together.

Rob then went on to talk with the year 6s in a series of workshops about creating pieces of
Rap style work. Watch this space next week for some of their raps. Nicki Wisniewski,
Librarian

Summer Reading challenge
Thank you to all those pupils that took part in the reading challenge over the summer
months. So lovely to see that some of you chose to whisk yourselves into another land or
time though a book. As we know reading is important to help reduce the stresses of our
everyday so just keep reading….
Congratulations go to the following pupils
Years 3 - 8
Matilda A, Daniel B, Jacob B, Sophia B, Henry BH, Flo B, Joe Bro, Joe Bru, Chloe C, James
C, Will C, Esme C, Ayesha C, Campbell C, Isabelle C, Samuel C, Chloe D, Katherine D,
Sam D, Dillon E, Joseph E, Genevieve E, James E, Mathilda F, George G, Grace H, Amelia
H, Isabelle H, Ioan H, Lewis H, Skye I, Ella J, Charlie JT, Ranulph J, Sebastian K, Eleanor K,
Scarlet L, Elsie L, Kitty L, Ava M, Eva M, Daria M, Mila M, Flo M, Mara NB, Zach P, Bella P,
Henry P, Alice P, Rosie R, Annabel R, Arthur S, Arabella SL, , Alice S, Rohan T, Isla T,
Isabelle V, Imi V, Neave W and Evie Y.
Chestnut
Max C, Ari D, Harper D, William H, Tom JT, Edward J, Freddie MacD, Ollie N, Alex P,
Amelia P, Rose S, Arthur Si, Charlotte S, and Georgia T.
I also wanted to also congratulate those pupils who completed the TED project. I have read
some lovely reviews of books, details of favourite authors, completed some of the crossword
quizzes (very clever) and seen some lovely new book cover designs and I hope the pupils
enjoyed completing them.

Some pupils even earned even more house points as they wrote some wonderful book
reviews which now grace our library reviews wall. So thank you to Amelia H, Lewis H, Chloe
C, Sam D, Arabella SL, Katherine D, Ella J, Bella P, Kitty L, Mara NB, Daniel B and Chloe D.
Enjoy some of the raps written by Y6 after the Poetry Workshop

Rainbows:
Rainbows sit in the bright blue sky,
Always pass me brightly by,
Sun shimmers rain gallops down to lye,
And forms a beautiful firework show,
To make your outside brightly glow,
And make your imagination glide and flow,
I fly up high but not too low,
Trying to find the pot of gold
So I can make a hold….
By Grace G
I love swimming, I do it every day
That feeling never fades away
I love to dive, I do it every day
That feeling never fades away
Swimming is a way for everything to flow
It’s like a rap but hold the water
So when it’s time to dive I get down low
Next thing you know I’ll be down those lanes
raving till the end
I love to race, I do it everyday
That feeling never fades away
I love turns, I do them every day
That feeling never fades away
Galas are the excitement of the swim
First you need to get down to the other end in
gold
Next you need to celebrate with your friends
Last you need to fill up with some food
By Chloe D

My name is Harry
I have a guide dog Larry
The perfect instrument is the drums
I love playing a game that has some guns
I’m an absolute pro you can’t beat me
You’re like a flea compared to me
Something to do is to ski all day
also I just remembered I like to play
Maths is one thing that I can do
equations and algebra I like to
Cricket the game not the bug
when I get to 6 I look quite smug
Tennis I’ll pick up the ball and start
it’s not just in my blood it’s in my heart
Kayaking I have one of my own
it’s quite a difficult spelling though
Goal keeping, saving the hard ball
Even though it’s quite small
Lego, building brick by brick
Cause I’m an absolute addict
I do my martial arts
Then I eat some jam tarts
Harry R

Year 8 invite you to join the fun at the 2021 Year 8 Play

Year 8 pupils are busy rehearsing their play ‘I was a teenage Jekyll & Hyde’ which is being
performed on Tuesday 12th, Wednesday 13th and Thursday 14th October. It is a comedy
about an unhappy boy who takes the potion his mad chemistry teacher has created in order
to change into a cooler, more popular version of himself. There are songs, dancing, strange
creatures, special effects and a funny script. Tickets are free and can be booked using this
link. Please do come along and join in the fun! The performances start at 7pm and end by
8.45pm. Tickets are going fast so do go onto the booking link soon. I hope you enjoy the
show!
Juliet Housego
https://www.trybooking.com/uk/events/landing?eid=21907&

Year 1 took some time
out of their mid-week
Fruit Break to venture
down to the Outside
BOX to explore the
new
willow
pods.
Nestling amongst the
trees,
the
four
beautifully
crafted
pods provided plenty
of
excitement
including seeing who
could get their head
furthest out of the hole
in the pod’s roof

To practise some key maths skills that the children have learnt so far this year, Mrs
Nash and Miss Langham's Maths groups joined together to work collaboratively to
answer as many questions as possible. The children had to come and collect a
question, stick it on their piece of paper and then work collaboratively to answer it.
Once it had been checked and was correct, they could get another one. It was a fierce
competition between the groups, but Isabella and Jacob took the lead with 14 correct
questions answered!

Well done to all the children, we
were so impressed with their hard
work, focus and enthusiasm in
today's lesson.

QR Codes hold the answer for Year 5
Last week Year 5 enjoyed their
humanities lesson by scanning QR
codes which led them to pieces of a UK
map. They had to work out where these
pieces belonged on their own blank
maps. Their follow-up lesson saw them
being challenged to create a giant map
of the British Isles using a wide range of
equipment. They then labelled cities,
rivers and mountains on to their giant
masterpiece. Mr MacDougall had hoped
to be outside for the lesson but the
torrential rain sent the group inside.
Instead, they made use of the wide open
space in the Bawtree Hall top create
their giant ‘Art Attack’ installation of the
British Isles.

Year 2 TED Projects are real page-turners
For the latest TED Project, the children were asked to write a review of a favourite book, or
to design their own front cover or illustration to accompany a story or a poem. They could
write a feature article for a Fact Book about their hobby or draft a newspaper report
capturing a dramatic event from a book they had recently enjoyed. This week, Mr Garlick
visited Chestnut and was blown away by some of the work that was presented to him by the
children of Year 2.
Wow and well done to Tom J-T

Wow and well done to Lana

Wow and well done to Josh
Wow and well done to Tabitha

Who am I?
Mrs Tulett’s Year 5 Art
Class
have
been
considering the Art of
Identity. Children were
challenged to think about
their nationality and what
few icons could be used
to capture it. They then
created
that
identity
on….themselves!

Wow and well done to Aiden G

Year 3 explore Ancient Greece

A brilliant day was enjoyed by all of Year
3 as they immersed themselves in the
world of the Ancient Greeks. The not

The not-quite Mediterranean weather did
not put an end to our intrepid Gladiators’ al
fresco team building.

Oak Reception filled the Paterson Hall stage with their bodies and their voices
as they performed their Harvest Songs to their friends in Skylarks. It was a
great ‘dry-run’ ahead of the main event – their nativity in a few weeks’ time.

Mrs Nash was impressed with Year 3 during their first Food Technology lesson. They
listened well and showed great measuring and whisking skills as they whipped up some
delicious began banana pancakes which were all very quickly devoured!
Harvest Thanks
A big Thank you on behalf of
the Caterham Food Bank and
the families that benefit from
their outreach and their support.
Despite the Friday morning
downpour,
the
collections
across the Nursery and School
sites will fill a mini bus with
ease. Thanks go to the HPA
whose team of helpers was on
hand to sort the donations and
to put to one side the occasional
tin of soup from the 1980s!

Year 5 show their true character….in a stunning corridor display

Notice Board
Communication sent home this week
The following letters have been hosted on PiP (main site only) this week. If you need a
duplicate copy, please contact the School Office.
PIP (Parent Information Portal) Access Link
https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL
SOCS Calendar
http://calendar.hazelwoodschool.co.uk/week.aspx?ID=25213
SOCS Sports Fixtures
Please view via the Sports tab on the Hazelwood Website www.hazelwoodschool.co.uk
(password required to view team sheets)
LETTERS
Years 3-7 - Year 8 Play Information & Booking
Years 7 & 8 - Covid-19 Vaccination & Consent - consent deadline MIDDAY MONDAY, 4
OCTOBER - ONLY APPLICABLE TO THOSE CHILDREN AGED 12 & OVER
Year 6 - Senior School Choices - please reply by Friday, 8 October
Year 5 - Senior School Meetings
Year 3 Various - Early Morning Swimming Squad
REMINDERS/NOTICES
HARVEST DONATIONS
A reminder that we will be collecting for the Caterham Food Bank and any items from the
Shopping List published in last week’s Nutshell can be brought in at drop-off tomorrow
morning.
Tinned fruit or vegetables, savoury biscuits & snacks, chocolate, coffee or tea, long life
sponge pudding, tinned meat or fish, toiletries, jam and spreads, uht or powdered milk,
tinned custard, rice pudding. Please remember that we are a nut free school.
Oak-Year 8 - October Half Term Fun Club Schedule & Booking Information (bookings close
Wednesday, 6 October)
Year 8 - Jekyll & Hyde Ticket Booking Information (Y8 priority booking to Thursday, 30
September)
Years 1-8 - Flu Vaccinations Information & Consent - consent deadline Wednesday, 1
December
Year 8 - HPV Vaccinations Information & Consent - consent deadline Monday, 4 October
Music and LAMDA Weekly Timetables will be uploaded to PIP every Friday.
The Staff Contact list for the Autumn term is published on the School Website/Parents’
Section.
Updated Term Dates to July 2022 are available on the School Website/Parents’ Section &
under Admissions.
Late Room Contact Information for out of hours (the School Office closes at 5pm)
Years 1 & 2 - 07747705843 (Chestnut Building 01883 733848)
Years 3-5 - 07407 173884
Years 6-8 - 07444 723032
Bus Services - Sylvia - 07407 173765 or Gary - 07760 862728

SCHOOL UNIFORM SHOP - AUTUMN TERM ARRANGEMENTS
Enquiries for purchases should be made online by completing the Garment Request Form at
bit.ly/hazelwoodschoolshop. Payment requests for completed orders will be sent via
SumUp. Upon payment, items will be sent home via pupils. Please send any donated items
in at Morning Drop off, placed in a bag and labelled 'Hazelwood School Shop'. If you would
like 70% of the sale price back (via a credit on next term’s account) please ensure that you
complete a sales ticket for each item and secure to the item (labels put in the bag separately
tend to get lost). Otherwise items will be treated as donations and 100% of the sale will go to
HPA funds. Please note that ONLY Schoolblazer branded items can be sold via the shop at
the moment. Thank you for your understanding.
SPORTS KIT
Years 1 & 2
PE Kit to be worn to school on Games and PE lesson days (Year 1 Tuesday/Thursday Weds/Swim) (Year 2 Monday/Wednesday - Thurs/2L/2M Swim & Fri/2R Swim)
Years 3-6
Swimming kit to be kept in school
PE kit to be brought to school on lesson days
Years 3 & 4
Games kit to be worn on Tuesdays and Thursdays
Years 5 & 6
Games kit to be worn on Mondays and Wednesdays/bring kit in Fridays
Years 7 & 8
Games kit to be worn on Wednesdays and Fridays/bring kit in Mondays
Do please ensure that on the days when your children are required to come in dressed in
Games kit, they continue to arrive at school of smart appearance with uniform kit as
required.
PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL UNIFORM AND SPORTS KIT IS CLEARLY NAMED.
WATER BOTTLES & SUN CREAM
Pupils should bring to school each day their own named and filled water bottle. During
warmer weather, a reminder that sun cream should be applied before the children come to
school and that they should have with them a white/very plain sun cap.
WALKING HOME YEARS 6-8
A reminder that we require written permission from parents if they wish their child to walk
home from school and, therefore, would ask that you email Mrs Powell in the School Office
on aa@hazelwoodschool.com if your child needs to be added to the register for the Autumn
term. Please give details of the days your child will be walking home, whether they will have
a mobile and if this will continue once the days are shorter. Please note that if your child
does have a mobile phone for the purposes of walking to and from school (mobile phones
are otherwise not permitted in school) this must be locked and handed to the School Office
on arrival in school, to be kept safely until the end of the school day.
SICKNESS
A reminder that the 48-hour absence rule applies for any cases of sickness/diarrhoea.
OFF GAMES/PE
Pupils in Years 3-8 who are off Games/PE are expected to remain on site and will
accompany their group to watch lessons. The general expectation is that in most
circumstances, pupils who are well enough to be at school are also well enough to
participate in the full day. Mrs Varcoe, our School Nurse, is on site should a child need to be
assessed and go home.

DAILY ABSENCES
Any daily absences for Y1-8 should continue to be reported to
absenceandoffgames@hazelwoodschool.com
ABSENCE REQUESTS
All absence requests for medical and other appointments (for those that cannot be made out
of school hours) and senior school visits, should be made using
https://forms.gle/aHUCmSwhYAihfgPF6
TERM TIME ABSENCE
We endeavour to publish all the school holiday dates well in advance, so that parents may
plan family trips and other events during the long holiday periods and over weekend time.
We encourage parents not to take their children out of school during term-time unless it is
absolutely essential so as not to interrupt their learning. Unless there are extenuating
circumstances, term-time absences will be registered as unauthorised absence. Please be
aware that this information may be given to senior schools as part of the transition process if
they request it. If your child is absent during term-time for holiday reasons, please note that
staff will not be able to provide catch up work. Any requests for term-time holiday should be
made using the link above. Thank you for your co-operation.
SCHOOL CAR PARK – MAXIMUM SPEED LIMIT 5MPH
Can we please remind parents to be considerate and courteous towards other parents and
drivers in the school car park. Safety is paramount, not just for the children, but for all users
of the car park and we thank you in advance for your patience, especially during busy
periods when the weather may not be at its best. A reminder that the maximum speed limit
in the car park is 5mph - please also be mindful of this when exiting the car park onto the
road; there are a number of parents and pupils who need to cross the road by the exit to
walk through the woods. We would also kindly request that parents do not arrive early for
their stipulated pick up time(s), so as not to cause traffic queues both in the car park and
onto the road.
MUSIC LESSONS
Please note that the Peripatetic staff are not responsible for collecting pupils in Years 5-8 for
their music lessons. The first step to becoming a great musician is having discipline and
making sure you are on time for your lesson. In line with the Music Tuition Terms and
Conditions, missed lessons are still chargeable. Please kindly ensure that you and your
child check the weekly music timetable (on PIP) and are aware of when a lesson has been
scheduled. It would also help if you could support your child by checking that they have set
an alarm for their music lesson on their school iPad if they have one or, by using a small
wrist watch alarm. If there are any issues with the scheduling of your child's lesson, please
contact Mrs Caroline Qayyum, Head of Music at qayyumc@hazelwoodschool.com at least
24 hours before the lesson is due, so that we can try to find a solution.

Indoor Football: Tuesday from 7.30pm in Hazelwood
School Sports Hall
If you want to team up with a group of all footballers of
mixed abilities, ages and physical prowess please
contact John on the email address below. Currently a
group of Hazelwood dads, past and present meet on a
Tuesday night. They are looking for mums and dads
who fancy a kick around to join them.
postbox@jcbray.net

